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Does “Green” Science = Green Politics?

Environmentalism:
the politics of how humans should
interact with their environment

Ecology: 
the science of how organisms 
interact with their environment

true or false?                                                               good or bad?



1.  Critical Thinking
Is It True?

( Being Skeptical ... then using ... “The Method” )



Critical Thinking for beginners



”... eleverna utvecklar ett kritiskt tänkande kring sina egna resultat, andras argumentoch olika 
informationskällor ... Källkritisk granskning av information och argument som eleven möter i olika källor och 
samhällsdiskussioner med koppling till fysik...” - Del ur Lgr 11: kursplan i fysik i grundskolan.

Critical Thinking for schools



Critical Thinking: more basics





Critical Thinking: argumental fallacies



Critical Thinking: more argumental fallacies



Critical Thinking: The 4 basic logical “forms” of an  argument



Critical Thinking: our own obstacles to “good” arguments



Don’t be a sponge .... pan for the gold nuggets!

Critical Thinking: Why bother?

Would you rather be a mental puppetof who ever you happen to encounter?
OR

Have a methodto decide which opinions to believe or reject!



Deductive arguments

P1  All men are mortal.
P2  Socrates is a man.
C    Socrates is mortal.

Inductive arguments

P1   If Socrates is a man, 
then he is most likely mortal.

P2   Socrates is a man.
C     Socrates is probably mortal

Plausible arguments

P1  Ms A is a genuine expert
about man's mortality.

P2  Ms A proposes that Socrates is           
mortal.
P3  Socrates is a man.
P4  That ”Socrates is mortal”is                
consistent with what other                  
experts propose.   
P5  “Socrates is mortal” is consistent  
with the available evidence.
C   ”Socrates is mortal”can be                
accepted as a plausible                       
argument.

Critical Thinking 
What is a “good” argument?

Socrates 469 BC – 399 BC Athena – Goddess of Wisdom 

A “good” argument 
has all true premises.



Argumental Fallacies
1. Unacceptable- premises are at least as dubious as the claims they are supposed to support.
a) Begging the Question  
The conclusion is used as one of the premisses.
b) False Dilemma
Assumes only two alternatives exist.
2. Irrelevant – premises have no bearing on the truth of the conclusion.
a) Equivocation
A word is used in two different senses in an argument.
b) Composition
Claims that what is true of the parts is also true of the whole.
c) Division
Assumes that what is true of a whole is also true of it's parts.
d) Appeal to the Person
Tries to rebut an argument by criticising it's presenter (ad hominem). 
e) Genetic Fallacy
Argues that a claim's truth or falsity depends on its origin.
f) Appeal to Authority
Cites a person as an authority who is not an expert in the field in question.
g) Appeal to the Masses
Argues that a lot of  people believe something so it must be true. 
h) Appeal to Tradition
Argues that people have always done so therefore it must be true. 
i) Appeal to Ignorance
Takes a lack of evidence for one thing as being good evidence for another.
j) Appeal to Fear
Uses the threat of harm to advance one's position.
3. Insufficient- premises do not establish a conclusion beyond reasonable doubt.
a) Hasty Generalisation
Generalises about an entire class of things from observing only one.
b) Faulty Analogy
Claims that things that resemble one another in some respects resemble each other in other respects.
c) False Cause 
Supposes that two events are causally connected just because one happens with the other.

Protagoras the Sophist
490 BC – 420 BC



Newspapers & TV

Popular Science Magazines

General Scientific Journals

Basic Research Articles

Raw Data
(Results from using The Scientific Method)

Large samples 
Show all data  (no ”cherry picking”)
Minimum of 3 independentstudies 

Levels of scientific information



Intention

Premises 

Conclusion 
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Critical thinking about news stories

Critical Thinking Question:

Are the premises of the major environmentalnews stories true?



2.  What about ...
Catastrophic “Man Made” Global Warming?

OR ...



The Greenhouse Effect

Do clouds behave like

blankets ... or ... mesh?



THE IRIS EFFECT: letting out the warmth

Computer Models

Real Observations



Is increasing CO2 catastrophic ?



Is the world still warming ?

Tibet’s ”worst snowstorm ever”: A bulldozer cleans snow on the Sichuan-Tibet road in 
Nyingchi, southwest China’s Tibet Autonomous Region 30 Oct 2008. (Xinhua Photo)



Is the world hotter now 
than in the past ?

IPCC 1990
Arctic temperatures from Polyakov et al., 
2002.

Labours of the Months
– Limbourg Brothers 1385 - 1416



Highest
CO2 
ever?

Problems:
- CO2 leaking out of ice core bubbles
- Stomata fossils show much higher CO2
- GeoCarb shows little relation between CO2 and temp
- Good C02 readings from 1800s much higher
- CO2 today does not mix well from NH to SH
- CO2 rises 800 years AFTER temperature



Problems with the raw temperature data?

Official US HCN
weather stations

Tahoe City, CA 



NASA  GISS Global Surface Temperatures ”Top 10”
1934, 1998, 1921, 2006, 1931, 1999, 1953, 1990, 1938, 1939

Is our 
Land Temperature Graph 

reliable? 

http://www.surfacestations.org/



Are the ice caps melting?

“Colors indicate ice-sheet elevation change rate in cm/year 
… from … satellite altimeter data, 1992-2003.
The spatially averaged increase is 5.4 ± 0.2 cm/year.”
Source: Johannesen et al., 2005

Greenland's  Helheim glacier waxes and 
wains but isn't running away. - Tavi Murray 
(glaciologist ) 2009

WWII P-38 Lightning "Glacier Girl" In 
Man-Made Ice Cavern 265 feet below the 
Greenland Ice Sheet.



“Passage Through the Ice, June 16, 1818 Lat. 70.44 N” by Sir John Ross, 1819

USS Skate surfaced at the North Pole in 1959 and 1962

Has the North Pole never been ice free before?

Between 1940 and 1942 St. Roch
navigated the Northwest Passage



Are the ice caps melting more now? 

October 10, 1922



Arctic sea ice has declined in conjunction with the warm ENSO cycle since the late 1970s.

We know from NSIDC (National Snow And Ice
Data Center) data that most of the older multi-year
ice was lost between 1988 and 1996, during a 
particularly warm period in the Pacific Ocean

Is Artic Ice disappearing as “never before”?

Mark Sereze’s “Death Spiral” graph



The blue triangles depict decreasing trends (17/94 stations) 
The green circles depict small changes within (-s, s) (72/94 stations) 
The red triangles depict increasing trends (5 /94 stations) 

Is there more flooding?
“floods are in decline” -Bouziotas et al. EGU (2011)



The Swedish TV “Group Think” Global Warming Show ?



Methane
POSITIVE FEEDBACK ... or not?

Atmospheric methane concentrations, 1985-2008, with the IPCC methane projections overlaid.
(adapted from: Dlugokencky et al., 2009 )



Are the sea levels rising?

6 meters/century - Al Gore 2006 AIT

5.0 - 0.6 meters/century - IPCC 2007 

0.32 meters/century - Topex and Jason satellites 2009



Houston & Dean, JCR (2011)-
20thC sea level rise 1.7 mm/y gives 
0.15 m from 2010 to 2100 ”
”worldwide-temperature increase has 
not produced acceleration of global 
sea level over the past 100 years, and 
indeed why global sea level has 
possibly decelerated for at least the 
last 80 years”

Are sea level rises ... “accelerating”?



The latest unsmoothed global sea level data from JASON shows a sharp downtick and slight downtrend.

Are sea levels now falling?



2005 – United Nations  Environment Programme

”climate change will create 50 million climate refugees by 2010”
2010 year census results show INCREASE in low island populations:
***Nassau, Bahamas –increase 50,047(increased to 353,658)
***Seychelles, Indian Ocean -increase 6,556- Pop. 81,755 (2002) – pop. 88,311 (2010)
***St Lucia, Carribean, Atlantic Ocean –increase 8,751– or 5% increase May 2001 – May 2010
***Solomon Islands, Pacific Ocean –increase of 100,000people or 5% increase in pop.   

Are the sea levels rising DANGEROUSLY fast?



Are the oceans warming up ?

From 2003 to 2008 there have been 3000 yellow 
Argo buoys diving to 2000 m  every 10 days 
constantly monitoring the temperature, salinity, 
pressure and velocity of the upper oceans.                  
"... there has been a very slight cooling,"                     
- Josh Willis, NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory. 

The 
Argo 
buoys

NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory announced (April 2008)  that the 
Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) had shifted to its cool phase, above, 
is right on schedule as predicted by past climate and PDO changes 
(Easterbrook, 2001, 2006, 2007).

The
Aqua
satellite



Is the Sun  NOT controlling climate ?

1677 - The Frozen Thames, looking Eastwards towards Old London Bridge

Solar Climate Theory: active Sun →→→→ more Sunspots→→→→ warmer Earth climate



Is there a Global Warming Scientists ”consensus”?
(Do the majority of climate scientists agree with the AGW theory? )

”The IPCC 2007 Report shows that 2500 of the world's best climate scientists agree with AGW” ... 
However, due to the US Freedom of Information Act, it can be seen that: 

....... about 600 scientists contributed original reports to the IPCC 2007, 

........only 51 scientists signedthe final summary saying “90% certain” AGW,

........and only 7 of these were independent(not paid to represent their governments' views) climate scientists.          

“only a handful of dissenting scientists exist” - Al Gore Bali IPCC Conference Dec 2007
700+ Prominent Scientists dispute man made global warming claims (US Senate report) December 2010
500+ The Manhattan Declaration disputing AGW climate change (Heartland Institute) March 2008
31 000+  Scientists declare that there is “no convincing scientific evidence” for AGW (Oregon Petition) August 2008

Schulte, K-M., 2008, Scientific Consensus on Climate Change?,  Energy  & Environment, 19, 2..  

Polish Academy of 
Sciences Questions 

Al Gore's Man-Made 
Global Warming Theory

54 Physicists write an 
Open Letter to the 

Council of the American 
Physical Society disputing 
Global Warming Theory

British
Royal Society 

abandons 
consensus on AGW



900+ Peer-
Reviewed Papers 

Supporting 
Skepticism

of "Man-Made" 
Global Warming 
(AGW) Alarm

-Reply To: Comments on Loehle, "correction To: A 2000-Year Global Temperature 
Reconstruction Based on Non-Tree Ring Proxies“
-(Energy & Environment, Volume 19, Number 5, pp. 775-776, September 2008)
- Craig Loehle

A Climate of Doubt about Global Warming
-(Environmental Geosciences, Volume 7, Issue 4, December 2000)
- Robert C. Balling Jr.

A comparison of local and aggregated climate model outputs with observed data
-(Hydrological Sciences Journal, Volume 55, Issue 7, pp. 1094-111, October 2010)
- G. G. Anagnostopoulos, D. Koutsoyiannis, A. Christofides, A. Efstratiadis, N. Mamassis

A comparison of tropical temperature trends with model predictions
-(International Journal of Climatology, Volume 28, Issue 13, pp. 1693-1701, December 
2007)
- David H. Douglass, John R. Christy, Benjamin D. Pearson, S. Fred Singer
- Addendum to A comparison of tropical temperature trends with model Predictions(PDF)
(Submitted to the International Journal of Climatology, 2007)
- David H. Douglass, John R. Christy, Benjamin D. Pearson, S. Fred Singer

- An updated comparison of model ensemble and observed temperature trends in the 
tropical troposphere(PDF)
(Submitted to the International Journal of Climatology, 2009)
- Stephen McIntyre, Ross McKitrick

A Critical Appraisal of the Global Warming Debate
(New Zealand Geographer, Volume 50, Issue 1, pp. 30-32, 1994)
- C.R. de Freitas

A critical review of the hypothesis that climate changeis caused by carbon dioxide
(Energy & Environment, Volume 11, Number 6, pp. 631-638, November 2000)
- Heinz Hug

+ 900 ... and counting☺☺☺☺

Are the any scientific papers skeptical of Global Warming?



U.S. Poll: Most Republicans Believe 
Climate Change a “Hoax”

Australia's "Liberals & Nationals 
Oppose Labor's Carbon Tax"

Do people worry more about Global Warming?

Is Global Warming just Politics?



Burning Bridges back to the “CO2 Dieting Movement” ... 
or the .... 

Theory of Catastrophic Man-Made Global Warming

Science facts 
against it 

Scientists 
against it

People 
don’t 

support it

Politicians 
changing 

their minds

Science 
Academies
against it

The “Global Warming” Trainwreck



3.  Earth’s Resources
Are they really “running out” ?

( as the TV and Newspapers say )



End of the world predictions p1

2800 BC  An Assyrian clay tablet dating to approximately 2800 BC was unearthed bearing the words "Our earth is degenerate in these 
latter days. There are signs that the world is speedily coming to an end. Bribery and corruption are common."  
634 BC  Many Romans feared that the city would be destroyed in the 120th year of its founding. There was a myth that 12 eagles had revealed to Romulus a 
mystical number representing the lifetime of Rome, and some early Romans hypothesized that each eagle represented 10 years. The Roman calendar was 
counted from the founding of Rome, 1 AUC (ab urbe condita) being 753 BC. Thus 120 AUC is 634 BC.                         
389 BC  Some Romans figured that the mystical number revealed to Romulus represented the number of days in a year (the Great Year concept), so they 
expected Rome to be destroyed around 365 AUC (389 BC).
AD 30 Jesus. According to Matthew 16:28, Jesus himself predicted his second coming and the end of the world within the lifetime of his contemporaries.
AD 365, Hilary of Poitiers predicted the world would end in 365.
AD 500 At the mid-fifth century, Vandal invasions recalled calculations that the world would end in the year 500, 6000 years after Creation, and spurred new 
calculations to show that the name of the Vandal king Genseric represented 666: the number of the Beast.                        
AD 793 Elipand, bishop of Toledo, accused Beatus, abbot of Liebana, of having prophesied the end of the world. Beatus made the prediction on Easter Eve, 
predicting the end of the world that very night, sparking a riot.
AD 970 Lotharingian computists foresaw the End on Friday, March 25, 970, when the Annunciation and Good Friday fell on the same day.                                 
AD 992 A rumour that the end would come when the feast of the Annunciation coincided with Good Friday. This happened in 992, when Easter fell on March 
22, and eager calculators established that the world would end before three years had passed.                                   
AD 1000 Christian authority all over the known world predicted the second coming in the year 1000. No crops were planted so there was a famine that year. 
AD 1033 When the world did not end in 1000, the same Christian authorities claimed they had forgotten to add in the length of Jesus' life and revised the 
prediction to 1033. The writings of the Burgundian monk Radulfus Glaber described a rash of mass hysterias during the period from 1000-1033.                          
AD 1184 Various Christian prophets predicted the end of the world in the year 1184. Nobody seems to remember just why.          
AD 1284 Pope Innocent III predicted the end of the world in the year 1284, 666 years after the founding of Islam.               
AD 1349 The group known as the Flagellants claimed that their movement must last thirty-three and a half years, culminating in the Second Coming. They 
persuaded many people that their assertions were true. One chronicle states: "Many persons, and even young children, were soon bidding farewell to the 
world, some with prayers, others with praises on their lips."   
AD 1499 A mathemetician in Tubingen, Germany, had foretold of a coming alignment of the planets in 1524, which would bring a disastrous world-wide 
flood. In 1523, printing presses in Germany churned out 51 pamphlets which added fuel to the speculative fire. 



End of the world predictions p14

May 5, 2003 A UFO will pick up true believers on this date, according to the Nuwaubians, a Georgia cult headed by Dr. Malachi Z. York, who claims 
to be the incarnation of God and a native of the planet Rizq.

May 15, 2003 A Japanese cult called Pana Wave, whose members dress in white, claimed that a mysterious 10th Planet would pass by Earth, causing 
its axis to tip and engendering devastating earthquakes.

Apr 24, 2005 Ted Porter claims that the Second Advent will take place April 23 or 24, 2005. He also said that the Rapture would occur at 6:13 pm 
(Jerusalem time) on April 23, 2002! 

Apr 29, 2007 In his 1990 book The New Millennium, Pat Robertson suggests this date as the day of Earth's destruction.

2009 According to Earth changes prophetess Lori Adaile Toye of the I AM America Foundation, a series of Earth changes beginning in 1992 and 
ending in 2009 will cause much of the world to be submerged, and only 1/3 of America's population will survive.

Dec 31, 2011 In an interesting parallel to the Harmonic Convergence concept, Solara Antara Amaa-ra, leader of the "11:11 Doorway" movement, 
claims that there's a "doorway of opportunity" lasting from January 11, 1992 to December 31, 2011 in which humanity is given the final chance to rid 
itself of evil and attain a higher level of consciousness, or doom will strike.

Dec 21, 2012 Terence McKennan combines Mayan chronology with a New Age pseudoscience called Novelty Theory to conclude that the 
collision an asteroid or some "trans-dimensional object" with the Earth, or alien contact, or a solar explosion, or the transformation of the 
Milky Way into a quasar, or some other "ultranovel"  event will occur on this day.

Dec 23, 2012 The world to end, according to the ancient Mayan calendar.

2023 Ian Gurney predicts in his book The Cassandra Prophecy - Armageddon Approachesthat the "final date, Judgement Day, the end of mankind's 
time on this planet, is less than twenty two years away" from 2001, which means that the world is set to end by 2023 at the very latest.

Nov 13, 2026 According to an article published in Sciencemagazine in 1960, this was the date that the world's population would reach infinity.

AD 4,500,000,000 The sun will swell into a red giant star, swallowing Mercury, Venus, Earth, and perhaps Mars. 
This should be the true end of the world! Maybe... we will probably by then  be enjoying the view from Jupiter's 
newly acquired moon called Earth! :-)   



Thomas Malthus
(The first Malthusian pessimist ☺☺☺☺ )

1798 –Essay on Population– “food supply cannot keep pace 
with population because of the finite productivity of the land”

Thomas Robert Malthus - Economist
Populations really increase like this

guano fertiliser Haber-Bosch nitrogen             internal combustion engine tractor Marquis wheat

Discoveries and Inventions that saved The West from famine



Modern Doomsayers

(1963) -”Population-food collision is inevitable, 
it is foredoomed”

- Haiti, Egypt and India should be left to starve

- stop research to increase food production in 
high growth populations

(1968) – Paul R. Ehrlich (butterfly ecologist)
”In the 1970s and 1980s hundreds of millions of 
people will starve to death ... nothing can be done to 
prevent a substantial increase in the world death 
rate”



Modern Doomsayers 2

-1992 would be the end of known supplies of:

zinc, gold, tin, copper, oil and natural gas

- in school textbooks all around the world

World3 computer model☺

1973 – Limits to Growth



What is real Green Science and the realGreen Revolution?

Norman Borlaug (1914-2009) Nobel Peace Prize 1970
-the father of the “Green Revolution”
-the man who saved over a billion people from starvation

Norman Borlaug’s Obstacles(1963-1966)
-Jealous local researchers (under fertilised test plots)
- Customs officials (delayed shipments & killed off 
half the seeds with too much fumigation)
- Indian Grain Companies (lobbied against seeds & 
spread rumours that seeds were diseased)
- Indian Government (stopped fertilizer imports to 
protect Indian fertilizer companies)
- War started (between India and Pakistan)

→→→→?



Is the world suffering from overpopulation?
Human population info:
1960   ~3 billion
2000   ~6 billion
2013   ~7 billion
2075   ~9 billion
(maximum – peak population)

World's population could fit on Gotland 
with a half square meter each
1960s  peak % growth
1990   peak numbers growth
2007   most people live in cities

.

”Population may increase by another 2.8 billion by 205 0 
before it begins to fall, after which it could be 5.5 b illion by 2100
—which is 1 billion fewer people than are alive today.”

Glenn and  Gordon, UN State of the Future Report 2007



Can we feed 9 billion people?

India Foodgrain Output to Hit Record High
6 April 2011- India's foodgrains output is set 
to rise to a record 235.88 million metric tons 
this crop year,

-The world continues to feed itself
- while adding 4 billion people
- over last 50 years
- while decreasing starving by 2 billion
- while using same crop area  
- only 2 billion to go

- a fantastic success for humanity!☺☺☺☺

Modern Food Doomsayers: not evil ... just wrong
(they haven’t checked ALL the evidence = emotion before reason)

data source: UN FAOSTATdata source: UN FAOSTAT same amount
of land used
for 60 years☺☺☺☺



?



Are 5 Earth’s needed?
(... if everybody on Earth has a Western Lifestyle)

12 %   +  138%   = 1 ½ Earths  ☺☺☺☺

Ecological Footprints– (a good idea gone bad)
- It wildly underestimates the available rain-fed cropland.
- It assumes that people in Britain farm like people in Africa. 
- It arbitrarily assigns huge weighting to CO2.

extra forest area 
needed to “pay 

back” extra CO2 
made by humans

total 
land 
area 

farmed

“... more than ¼ of the global land surface (excluding Antarctica) can be regarded as sufficiently 
suitable for crop cultivation.. twice the area that was actually in use for cultivationduring 1994-96 
according to FAO’s statistical data. ” – UN Food and Agriculture Organization GAEZ 2000 study



Is air pollution increasing?

US, UK and Europe SO2

London SO2 and  Smoke

US, UK and Europe Particle Matter

United States: 4 pollutants



Will we run out of drinking water?

Fresh Water
- 5770 liters per person per day is available.
- Only 17% of this water is used.
- From  about 1980 water use is stable or decreasing.

World Bank, 
World Water Inst.,
Lomborg 2001 p150

?

Saudi Desalinizer – Saudi Arabia gets all of its fresh 
water from the sea via water purification plants 



Are we losing our forests ?

World leading expert says 
rainforests increased by 100 
million hectares from 1980 to 
2000..
Grainger, A., 2008, Difficulties in tracking 
the long-term global trend in tropical 
forest area, PNAS, 105, 2, p818-823.

Earth's biomass increased by 6.2% 
over the last 20 years - NASA

CO2 levels show an increase in 
the Earth's biomass - NOAA 

“The largest increase was in tropical 
ecosystems. Amazon rain forests 
accounted for 42% of the global increase
in net primary production

'Save the trees' more political myth than environmental truth
29 Jan 2009 – NYT - "These new 'secondary' forests," the Times reads, "are 
emerging in Latin America, Asia and other tropical regions at such a fast pace that 
the trend has set off a serious debate about whether saving primeval rainforest —
an iconic environmental cause — may be less urgent than once thought."



Species extinction ?

40 000 species extinct each year – Norman Meyers 1979 The Sinking Ark

All Earth's species extinct by 2010-2015 – Paul Ehrlich 1981 

27 000 to 100 000 species extinct each year – E O Wilson 1992 The Diversity of Life



3 April 2009 – The world 
population of Irrawaddy 
Dolphins was thought to be 
just total about 900. However 
the Wildlife Conservation 
Agency has just found a 
population of over 6000 
Irrawaddy Dolphins in the 
Sundarban mangroves of 
Bangladesh.

1 June 2009 Using 
satellite data, the 
scientists found 10 
new colonies of 
penguins.Overall, 38 
colonies were spotted 
from above, according 
to Fretwell's paper, 
published in the 
journal Global 
Ecology and 
Biogeography. 

Species 
going 
extinct ? 

Aug. 5, 2008 -- Wildlife researchers said Tuesday 
that they've discovered 125,000 western lowland 
Gorillas deep in the forests of the Republic of 
Congo, calling it a major increase in the animal's 
estimated population.



Are we causing “The 6th Extinction” ?

~1 600 000 species currently named
~1060 species extinct since 1600
~50 species extinct since 1950

0 species extinct during 2006

The present polar bear population
is now about 25,000 up from around
5,000 in the 1950s, even with 300-
500 polar bears still hunted yearly.
Of the 13 populations of polar bear,
11 are stable or increasing

Ivory Billed woodpecker
thought extinct in the 1920s but
recently rediscovered in Arkansas

A dead virtuous virtual 
environmental "science" Dodo

“No continental forest bird or 
mammal is recorded as having 
gone extinct from any cause.”
-3 continental mammals have gone extinct.
- 6 continental birds have gone extinct
- over 500 years!

A real extinct Dodo



Oil price 1871-2020 in 2000 US$, and world producti on 1882-2020, US Energy Information
Agency prediction from 2001-20. Source: Simon et al . 1994, EIA 1999c:63, 273, 2000e:127, 153,
2001a:117, 137, 2001c:13, CPI 2001.

Are we running out of oil ?

Peak Oil? ... Peak Oil? ....Peak Oil?.... Peak Oil? ... Peak Oil?

Are we here?

“BP Oil Spill: Clean-Up Crews Can't Find Crude in the Gulf”
26 July 2010 – After 86 days “they're having trouble finding it.”

Huge Continuing Natural Oil Leaks

Oil reserves increase with time.



Is oil really harder to find and recover?

Subsequent “ultra deepwater”
discoveries—those in water 
deeper than 1,500 metres—
have included finds off the 
coasts of Angola, Sierra 
Leone and Nigeria,and a 
spate of finds in the Gulf of 
Mexico, where Anadarko 
made five discoveries in 2009 
alone.”

In 2007 Petrobras, a Brazilian 
oil giant, stunned the industry 
with the announcement that it 
had found as much as 8 billion 
barrels of oil at its Tupi field, 
240km off the coast of Rio de 
Janeiro... the largest offshore 
find ever made.

A 3-D seismic rendering of the Thunder Horse field in the Gulf of Mexico



Are our Energy Resources “running out”?
Below Ground Energy Resources:

Above Ground Energy Resources

Crude Oil : 100+ years
Shale Oil:  100+ years

Natural Gas: 200+ years
Shale Gas:     300+ years

Coal: 100+ years Nuclear (Uranium): 10 000+ years
Nuclear (Thorium):  40 000+ years

Above ground Energy still much
more expensive. Solar already has 
over 40 years of huge world wide
government financial investment.



Are we running out of  natural resources ?

Sustainable
Development ?



Why use Sustainable Development?
Sustainable Development: Humanity ensures ... ”that it meets the needs of the present without 
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs” -UN Brundtland Report 1987

Look After ... or ...  Lock it Up?
Sustainable Development Problems

- in practice: often stops use of a resource completely
- history: use of resources creates more or better resources 
- economics: locked up resources can harm the poor and lose value
- future generations will be much richer and may not need the resources anymore.

The Sustainable Development Hoax
22 April 2011 –The American Thinker- "Sustainable Development" (SD) is basically a slogan 
without a specific meaning.... promoting a view that capitalism and individualism are 
"unsustainable," morally unworthy, and a present danger to the future of the planet.The 
sustainability movement is, in a word, unsustainable. It runs too contrary to the abiding 
purposes of higher education; it is too rife with internal contradictions; and it is too contrary to 
the environmental, economic, and social facts to endure indefinitely.

Sustainable Development: Not Science, just Politics ... again?
HÅLLBARHETSIDEOLOGERNA LEVER I EN 1700-TALSVÄRLD
4 Nov 2010 –Newsmill–” en förmodern retorik som inte tar hänsyn till dagens 
verklighet och som bortser från att fattigdomen är ett mycket större miljöhot än tillväxt”



Should we use The Precautionary Principle ?

Dec 2005 - US Energy bill mandated that 4 billion gallons of renewable fuel
(mostly corn-based ethanol) must be added to the gasoline supply in 2006.

”Where there are threats of serious or irreversible damage, lack of full scientific certainty shall not be 
used as a reason for postponing cost-effective measures to prevent environmental degradation”

– Rio Declaration 1992 

Precautionary Principle Problems
- does not consider the risks of action (thinks prevention is best)
- discourages innovation (new solutions will often be considered too risky and stopped)

After sharp food price rises, food riotsand more starvationin many poor counties around the world:
14 April 2008 - UN special rapporteur Jean Ziegler said producing biofuels was a "crime against humanity".

Food 
Riots 

In 
Haiti



Should we really use less energy and resources?

MORE Energy Use→→→→ Richer People                         Richer People →→→→ Healthier People

MORE Resource Use→→→→ Richer People →→→→ Better Environment

Source: Gerald P. 
O’Driscoll, Kim R. 
Holmes, and Mary 
Anastasia O’Grady, 
Index of Economic 
Freedom, 2002

Relationship between Economic Freedom and Environmental Quality



Reason
Skepticism: ”Is it true?

Question news stories

Is there another side?

Does it have a ”history”

Demand ALL the
scientific evidence

Wisdom

More Energy Use,
More Resource Use,
More Technology,
More Trade,
will lift up the 
”Bottom Billion” &
give humans a better
and happier
world to live in. 

”When the facts change, I change my mind. What do you do, Sir?”
- John Maynard Keynes 1930s

For a scientist:
”Scepticismis the highest of duties; blind faith the one unpardonable sin”

-Thomas Huxley (Darwin's ”Bulldog”) 1866



CONCLUSIONS

There are good scientific reasons to believe that ...

Climate change is controlled by the SUN through the oceans.
There is NO catastrophic man made global warming
There's NO human population explosion leading to mass starvation.
There is NO mass extinction of species occurring today.
We are NOT running out of energy and resources.
The world IS getting a much better place to live in.

That is ... most environmental news stories are NOT “good” arguments. 

”... the science really is thatbad.”
Dr Tim Ball, Professor of  Climatology,                                                         
Winnipeg University



Our Future Human World 

More of everything:
• More energy use
• More consumption
• Cleaner environment  
• More people
• More live in cities
• More wilderness
• Healthier people
• Happier people
• Longer lives

(Check the evidence ...
...    not the emotion  :-) 
(Check the facts ...
...    not the fiction  :-)



Life is STILL a beach !



Further Critical Thinking Science reading ?



Critical Thinking about GreenScience in the Media -
References

Good skeptical scientific websites applying critical thinking to environmental news stories

Watts Up With That?
Bishop Hill Blog
The Rational Optimist Blog
The Climate Scam
Junk Science Sidebar
JoNova Blog
ICECAP
The Resilient Earth
Climate Depot
James Delingpole

Wikipedia is often biased, especially on emotional subjects, like climate, energy and resources. 
“Edit Wars” (groups of “editors” deleting opposing evidence) occur regularly here, with their 
references just supporting their side of the argument. 

Try instead looking for web links finishing with .edu & .ac – universities and academic colleges.
Also look for articles written by major world news services eg. New York Times, Washington Post, 
The Telegraph, The Independent, then check for opposing viewpointsin the comments below each 
article.

Good Luck!  ☺☺☺☺



Skeptical of Green Science UPDATES
Fish model problems
http://green.blogs.nytimes.com/2011/05/01/one-fish-two-fish-false-ish-true-ish/
Record numbers of whales
http://tomnelson.blogspot.com/2011/04/record-number-of-whales-krill-found-in.html
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2011/04/110427171503.htm


